The calculation of ax thus reduces to the calculation of characters of the form x^»«.
1. If a free Lie ring has n generators and A is a nonsingular nXn matrix of complex elements, then when the generators undergo a linear transformation of matrix A, the module of all forms of degree m in the generators is mapped into itself by a linear transformation of matrix Lm(A) on a set of basis elements. The mapping A->>Ln(A) is a representation of the full linear group known as the mth Lie representation [l] . The character of this representation has been shown [2] to be ym = m~1'}2<nm p.(d)sa/d, where p(k) is the Mobius function of the integer k, and sr is the sum of the rth powers of the eigenvalues of A. The decomposition of the mth Lie representation into its irreducible constituents is in exact correspondence with the analysis of the symmetric function ym into Schur functions. When m is prime there is a simple rule for the coefficient a\ of any S-function {X} in 7"" [2] , but there is no such rule when m is composite. Since 5™ = 22x Xd™'d{ M, where %p is the irreducible character of the class (p) of the symmetric group ©m corresponding to the partition (X) of m, it follows that [10],
The calculation of ax thus reduces to the calculation of characters of the form x^»«.
It is the purpose of this note to suggest, in §2, a method of calculation of these characters, and, in §3, to indicate some relations satisfied by the a\. where H\ is the product of the hook-lengths hij in the hook-graph of (X) [3] . These give the coefficient of {x} in s™ An alternative method, which extends to Xr"i/r. the coefficient of {X} in s™It, is by evaluation of certain determinants; [4, pp. 134-135; 5] . Thus to find Xi'o1 we evaluate so that we get zero elements in the determinant when k is not a multiple of r, and elements l/(k/r)l when k is a multiple of r. 3 . We now list a number of results concerning the ox-I. When 777 is prime, a\ is the integer nearest to t»-1Xi»» [2] .
II. am=0 ior m>l, [10], and aim = 0 for m>l.
These follow since am = m~1'Yjp(d), and aim = m~1'^l( -l)m+m,dp(d). We have Dymym = Ex «x-Dx Ex «x {X} = Ex «x-Also
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